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About This Game

After the revolution, humanity’s efforts to meld cold robotics and nature have paid off. Earth has revitalized itself – and now the
global utopia once thought impossible has become a reality. This bio-mechanical paradise has emerged thanks in no small part to

a steady disarmament campaign.

Yet even in times of absolute peace, shadowy secrets lurk. Several weapon research facilities remain operational; hidden from
the public eye, they’re kept alive as an ‘insurance policy’ against unforeseen threats. Within these clandestine halls, scientists

work tirelessly to design powerful combat systems never before imagined by humankind. When a security breach threatens one
of these facilities (Arch City), you’ll take control of the most advanced hardware ever developed: a Human-Operated Remote

Droid prototype.

Elite pilots of the advanced H.O.R.D. chassis are tasked with blasting through endless squads of rebellious bots. These aren't
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just your average Serve N' Show bots either - Charge Bots, Slice Bots, Bouncing Betties, Crab Bots, and Hyper Turrets, to name
a few. Surviving that maelstrom, well, no one has made it. Yet.

Can You Kite?

The best of the best know how to fight the toasters without taking damage. By running away from charging enemies while
blasting backwards at them, a well equipped H.O.R.D. pilot can keep their distance while unloading ordnance down range. This

gun-play-ballet is known as 'kiting' and mastering it will serve you well against any foe, but especially:

Pingbot: Pingbots come in threes and wind up sniper shots. They are pretty easy to predict and have an extremely slow attack,
but left alone they can ping down targets.

Medbot: The ultimate companion, this self sufficient side piece will heal itself and whatever it’s guarding. Players may unlock
Medbot in the Workshop for themselves, but they will also face off against enemy Medbots who can turn any unit into a damage

soaking beast!

Gatbot: With a slow turret tracking speed players can out-circle it’s main guns, but Gatbot’s backup weapons often shutdown
the best laid plans. Full support from a Point Defense and Medbot turn this mobile bruiser into an unstoppable bullet hose.

And many more...

Massive destructible pixel art environments.

Frenzied objective based combat.

All-original Synthwave soundtrack and 3D SFX.

Rescue scientists to unlock 100+ crafting designs.

76-point skill tree chalk full of synergies.
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Grow a swarm of friendly mini-bots to help dominate.

Flexible scoring system rewards thorough players & speed runners.

Crushing enemy lineup of droids, turrets, & huge bosses!

20 Steam Achievements to unlock!
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Title: Kite
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Lab Cat games
Publisher:
Lab Cat Games
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel I-3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Video Card

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 160 MB available space

English
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Again, sucks that you don't get an achievement for completing this.
Doesn't take too long to complete.
Not particularly challenging.
To be honest preferred Tropico 3 & 4, more than 5 anyway.
Bought whilst in the sale, definitely not worth paying full price for.. An awesome family software! Create bookmarks and many
more! Also if you like ANIMALS THEN YOU NEED THIS!. Fun game overall. For now it looks like the variable that provides
the challenge is time. Fun for scenarios but not freebuild. The concept is outstanding and the trade system works very well. In
addition, its fun to work within the trading system. I would love to see more challenge around logistics by using tankers or oil
rigs and having the ability to own fleets of both. That would introduce an entirely new overhead cost that would be fun the
manage not to mention the challenge of seeting routes. Also, I dont know too much about oil drilling but I have to think there
are more specialized buildings. I would love to see additional buildings. Employee issues like hiring, firing, assinging duties,
shifts, etc...would be interesting. Again, it would add another level of financial management to the game.

Again, overall its an outstanding game, fun to play and easy to learn. It provides enough challege right now to be worth the
money. I anticipate future patch updates or add ons.. Lots and lots of ways to skin tihis cat. I am on the cusp of saying no to this
game honestly, it's described as a VN with dungeon crawling elements but honestly you will spend 90% of your time going
through 8 floors of the same walls in a dungeon that honestly looks bland as all heck, no patterns to it at all, no unique textures
just plain white brick, some wooden doors and later on red, blue and green ice walls that serve as a puzzle and it's not bad
actually as far as puzzles go, they got creative with it and it's one of it's good points the game has overall dood.

combat is balanced for the most part with the exception of some bosses wanting you to go nuts at the end or have you die
because "Panic power up, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill" *game over* and that's not even the worst of it, wait for team kill
attacks, still the rest of the boss fights are nicely done, they have some unique gimmick or side enemy to make it harder but not
if you make sure to play using all the mechanics such as focus for more MP, healing and various spells you can use, you even
have a tank which has abilities that draws attacks...you know like tanks are supposed to but usually never do in games so that's
nice too dood.

The music is catchy enough for you not to wanna kill yourself after 8 floors thank goodness but until you're on floor 8 you never
want to go places, craft or cook because they all take time, time which you're not sure you have because the game has no
reference to how much you are going to earn in the next part of the dungeon and the game is all about paying off a debt dood.

There's also not much story...in a VN style game and there just...isn't, it's basic, get your muns, pay your debt and each time you
do whichever of the four girls you choose will have a personal goal of theirs they do at each beginning of a pay day, rinse and
repeat until the end, boss fight randomly and then the end, barely anything even on the sidequests and only one rather funny
reference to a more fun game dood. (Reccettear)

The art is fantastic, I mean that, the girls already look pretty good but when you get a bit of CG (no gallery btw) it looks great,
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you gain skills from levelling up equipped weapons which is always fun and the enemy art is nice, some cute but not too
impressive, sadly most moves look rather bland sadly dood.

All in all if it's cheap pick it up, it's not horrible and fun enough to just casually play but I would wait on a heavy discount or a
big update if there's gonna be more to it dood.. Saw this game a while back and thought it looked too weird for me. How wrong
I was, this gem of a roguelike is easy to get into but hard to master. Lots of variety in mechanics and environments to keep you
going and constantly updated to keep things fresh. Also has lots of other modes that change the geometry and even one that lets
you play a 4-player co-op shoot-'em-up.

All in all, a good value, spectacular roguelike.. it runs and looks great in 4k
+ really weird story
+ fantastic characters
+ beautiful art style
+ point and click game without the too difficult annoying puzzles

- strange bugs upon loading screens
- finished the game but couldnt get the ending screen or achivment due to bug. Was hoping for a remake of Oil Imperium (aka
Black Gold), but alas, it's not...
The game is quite simple, yet it's a tad demanding. Gameplay is limited, and there's not alot to do but after the demanding start.
Once you've gotten a base income sorted, there's not many challenges. Yet it's still fun to see how big you can make your
company.
I'd really appreciate it if there we're more elements from Oil Imperium, not just a game that resembles something you'd find in
iTunes...
I still recommend it, simply cause its a bit of a challenge and it's not expensive. Pluss it's still not in full release! So it's looking
promising.. I liked the graphics and the sound but everything else is bad at this game .
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No key bindings. So-call challengeing level design = fustration. Frequently crash.. Got this game from a friend as a joke, but
ended up using over 1h on it....

Breathtaking art (if you know what i mean), beautiful storyline and even some intense gameplay from time to time!

If you have 5$ spare you know what too spend it on ;)

10/10 would tap that... Thumbs up button

. Not out yet, but the beta is fun.. Never connect with the server.. Quite fun to create your own aircrafts and cars, it's great for
being creative and it is also great to test it out on a public game. I found it to be a very great game for a while, you get bored
after some time but it's still worth it.. nothing special, it just plays like a simple turn-based game, not much content. This game
is fun, but not alot of content. I saw and played it at PAX East 2011 and was really excited for it. Like I said not alot of content,
im not an avid gamer and I beat it in only a couple hours.. TOTAL GARBAGE!
First of all, no one is playing.

Second,
NO ONE IS PLAYING!

This game, with 0 Players, shouldn't even be allowed on the Steam Store!

BUYERS BEWARE!
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